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Abstract 

CORONA virus outbreak (COVID-19) began to infect almost all countries in early 

2020 including Indonesia. Since its distribution, various information has been spread in 

the community from various sources, one of them is social media. Various terms also 

appear on social media related to the corona virus. This study analyzes related terms 

that emerge from social media-based. The data used was sourced from Twitter in the 

past month where the data processed was text data. The method used is text mining. 

Text Mining is a method used to extract important information from a group of texts. 

From the results of the research conducted, there are several terms or information that 

tend to appear frequently on social media, namely “PSBB”, “new normal”, “karantina”, 

and “juru bicara Dr. Reisa”. 
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1. Introduction 

The CORONA virus outbreak (COVID-19) began infecting almost all countries in 

early 2020. The World Health Organization (WHO) has established a global status in 

the global emergency related to the COVID-19 virus since January 2020. National 

Disaster Management Authority (Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Bencana - BNPB) 

has established a state of disaster emergency from 29 February 2020 to 29 May 2020. 

Various countries have taken policies to anticipate this widespread outbreak including 
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in Indonesia. The Indonesian government itself has also issued several policies related 

to this virus pandemic. 

The policy has drawn various responses from the people of Indonesia. One of the 

means or media for the public in voicing their responses is social media. Instagram and 

Twitter are some of the most popular social media choices used by the public to 

comment and issue opinions on Covid-19 [1]. In this study, data from twitter will use 

to crawl data. 

Various terms also appear based on tweets generated from Twitter. The large and 

varied amount of data makes it difficult to obtain information regarding the terms most 

widely discussed if the process is done manually. An automation mechanism is needed 

to carry out the analysis process and produce information from this large amount of 

data. One method that can be used is text mining. 

Text mining method is a technique or automation method to get important 

information contained in a collection of texts [2]. This approach is generally used to 

analyze data that is semi-structured such as text. 

Based on the description above, an analysis of information trends related to terms 

related to corona virus will be carried out based on tweets from Twitter using text 

mining methods. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Corona Virus (COVID-19) 

Corona virus is an RNA virus with a particle size of 120-160 nm. This virus mainly 

infects animals, including bats and camels. Before the COVID-19 outbreak, there were 

6 types of coronaviruses that could infect humans, such as alphacoronavirus 229E, 

alphacoronavirus NL63, betacoronavirus OC43, betacoronavirus HKU1, Severe Acute 

Respiratory Illness Coronavirus (SARS-CoV), and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome 

Coronavirus (MERS-CoV).  

Coronavirus which is the etiology of COVID-19 belongs to the genus 

Betacoronavirus. The results of phylogenetic analysis showed that this virus entered the 
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same subgenus as the coronavirus that caused the outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory 

Illness (SARS) in 2002-2004, namely Sarbecovirus. On this basis, the International 

Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses submitted the name SARS-CoV-2. [3]. 

2.2 Text Mining 

Text mining is one of the techniques that can be used to do classification where, text 

mining is a variation of data mining that tries to find interesting patterns from a large 

collection of textual data. [4].  

According to [5], text mining is similar with data mining, except for data mining 

techniques that are designed to work on structured data in a database, but text mining 

can work on unstructured or semi-structured data such as complete text documents, 

code/script web pages, and others.  

In general, the major stages in text mining consist from three main parts namely text 

pre-processing, feature selection, and text analytics [6]. On the stages of text pre-

processing in generally are tokenizing, filtering, stemming, tagging, and analyzing. 

Tokenizing is a step to separate each word (token) in an input document. Filtering is a 

selection process for words that are generated from the tokenizing process, can be done 

with a stop list or word list algorithm. The stop list algorithm will discard words that 

are not important such as pronouns, adverbs, conjunctions, prepositions, and clothing. 

Instead, the word list algorithm will store important words. 

The working mechanism of text mining algorithms generally has similarities with 

data mining algorithms. The utilization of text mining can be used to solve problems 

such as analysis, classification, clustering, or prediction and information retrieval [7]. 

In this study, the approach used is Term Frequency (TF) to calculate the frequency 

of occurrence of words. The TF approach does not heed the terms contained in other 

documents. The TF method simply calculates the appearance of terms in a document. 

Terms that have a high frequency of occurrence will be a feature of a document where 

the term is located [8]. Moreover, some implementations of text mining can be found 

at the studies [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].  
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2.3 Research Flow 

Generally, this research stage is divided into three main parts, namely: data 

collection, text mining process, output visualization. At the data collection stage, 

various processes are carried out starting from determining the keyword parameters to 

crawling data from social media. Determination of keywords is done by conducting 

studies from various trusted online sources on terms related to corona virus.  

Furthermore, for the text mining process there are two main processes namely the 

pre-process stage and the application of the algorithm. At the pre-process stage will be 

tokenize, filtering using a black list, ie discarding words that do not have meaning. Then 

in the application phase algorithm the Term Frequency (TF) algorithm is used to count 

the number of words. 

The last stage is processing the results of the previous stage into valuable 

information. The output from the results of the previous stage, generally in the form of 

data tables, statistics, recapitulation, etc. To become an information, it is necessary to 

create a visualization that explains the analysis and study so that it is easily understood 

by humans as users. Forms of visualization can be in the form of graphics, narratives, 

or writing. The detailed stages of the research can be seen in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. The stage of research flow. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

In this research, Pyhton programming language based Spyder tools are used to 

process text mining. Some of the libraries used are tweepy, nltk, and wordcloud. 

Tweepy functions as a library to connect to twiter with standard verification rules that 

have been determined by Twitter, namely Oauth and REST API architecture. After 

being verified by Twitter, the application can process data crawling with certain 

parameters. Some parameters that need to be entered are keywords, number of tweets, 

date limits. Twitter data that can be retrieved within a maximum period of one month. 

This process can be seen in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. The display of the data crawling program from twitter using Spyder. 
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Furthermore, after the data from Twitter is obtained, the next process is the text 

preprocessing. At this stage, the process of fragmenting each word is carried out. Then 

the filtering process discards words, symbols, and various other characters that have no 

meaning. Python has also provided special stopword data for the Indonesian language. 

Stopword is a collection of words that have no meaning and in the process will be 

deleted or discarded. 

After preprocessing, the next step is to count the number of occurrences of words 

with the term frequency (TF) algorithm. To facilitate output visualization, the results of 

the term frequency will be displayed in tabular and WordCloud form. Tables and 

WordCloud has seen using a browser. The results of the program code can be seen in 

Figure 3. 

Figure 3. The display of the program for the process of text mining and output visualization. 
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The analysis process is done by comparing the term frequency results to the 

parameters of search keywords. The crawling process is repeated with different 

keywords. Next will be seen in which words intersect between these keywords. 

On keyword “corona indonesia”,  the list of 20 words that most often appears is 

“Indonesia”, “kasus”, “positif”, “corona”, “covid19”, “kenaikan”, “paling”, “tinggi”, 

“dokter”, “beresiko”, “tertinggi”, “juru”, “reisa”, “membaik”, “menekan”, 

“pemerintah”, “penularan”, “persebaran”, “pertambahan”, and “PSBB”. If word 

related to keywords are not included, the word list becomes: “kasus”, “positif”, 

“kenaikan”, “paling”, “tinggi”, “dokter”, “beresiko”, “tertinggi”, “juru”, “reisa”, 

“membaik”, “menekan”, “pemerintah”, “penularan”, “persebaran”, “pertambahan”, 

and “PSBB”. From the word list, some of the terms that are identical to the corona virus 

case are “juru bicara dokter reisa”, “kasus positif dengan kenaikan palingg tinggi”, 

“upaya pemerintah dalam menekan penularan/ persebaran/ pertambahan kasus 

corona” and “PSBB”. 

Furthermore, from some information obtained from the keyword “corona 

Indonesia”, several related keywords were developed again such as “juru bicara 

corona”, “positif corona”, “pemerintah cegah corona”, and “psbb”.  

In the keyword “juru bicara corona”, several terms appear, such as: “satgas”, 

“informasi”, “mengedukasi”, “gugus tugas”, and “achmad yurianto”. Then if each of 

these terms is reprocessed, the information produced will intersect with “juru bicara 

corona”. For the keyword “pemerintah cegah corona”, several information or terms 

that appear are: “program”, “penanganan”, “karantina”, “kebijakan”, “psbb”, and 

“new normal”. Meanwhile, for the keyword “positif corona”, the information and terms 

that appear are: “pesawat”, “penerbangan”, “penumpang”, “tembus1000”, and “kasus”. 

The result of information and terms for the keyword “PSBB” are: “new normal”, 

“karantina”, “pelonggaran”, “perekonomian”, and “tarif listrik”. 

The other keyword parameters used are “istilah corona” and “informasi corona”. 

From the keyword “istilah corona”, information that appears are: “new normal”, 

“pandemic”, “virus”, “second wave”. Meanwhile, for the keyword “informasi corona”, 

the results that most appear are: “juru bicara”, “dr reisa”, “update”, “satgas”, and 

“data”. From the description above, there are several terms or information from several 
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keywords that have similarities or intersecting. The terminology or information 

contained: “PSBB”, “new normal”, “karantina”, and “juru bicara Dr. Reisa”.  

The analysis of this research can be compared with other applications of text mining, 

such as in [9, 14]. So, it can be seen that this research provides different strategy to 

obtain the results. Moreover, some methods in machine learning, for example: Rough 

Sets [15], Fuzzy Sets [16], and Gradient Descent [17] can be embedded to improve and 

enhance results. To reduce the computational cost, approaches using parallel computing 

[18] and data streaming [19] can be performed.  

4. Conclusion 

Based on the discussion above, it can be concluded several things as follows: (i) 

Social media, especially Twitter can be a source of data for analyzing public 

information related to the corona virus; (ii) The keywords used are “corona Indonesia”, 

“juru bicara corona”, “positif corona”, “pemerintah cegah corona”, “psbb”, “istilah 

corona,” and “informasi corona”; (iii) Trends in information or terms produced and 

analyzed, i.e.: “PSBB”, “new normal”, “karantina”, and “juru bicara Dr. Reisa”. The 

analysis process is done by using the text mining method and the term frequency (TF) 

algorithm to see the number of words that appear most often and intersect between one 

search keyword with another search keyword. 
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